
WHEN ITS TIME TO POUR IT ON,
YOU NEED A PARTNER YOU CAN DEPEND ON

BRIDGESAVER
Durable. Fast. And designed specifically to get the job done in weight sensitive areas by 
utilizing our hydraulically driven extra axle to achieve elongated weight distribution. The 
Bridgesaver Mixer delivers high-speed charge, mix and discharge times, even for zero 
slump material. Utilizing long-wearing, easily maintained, double tapered roller extra arm 
bearings.

And it’s safer as well, by incorporating features like lower booster hydraulic pressure, 
enhanced ride stability, exceptionally strong Box I-beam extra axle arms, a low center of 
gravity, and an advanced extra axle stop system. High-strength material and superior 
component design make the Bridgesaver Mixer a reliable partner in getting the job done. 
On time. And within budget.

800 • 231 • 6496

Continental’s chutes use solid welded seams. The 
innovative, simple and super safe RockBlocker is 
incorporated into every Continental Mixer. 
Continental’s chutes resist deforming and rust and 
outlast those made by the competition. The 
RockBlocker provides safety for the operator and 
trailing vehicles.

CHUTES AND ROCK BLOCKER

Our drum rollers are larger, designed for easy 
access and are placed on 1" metal plates. 
Making ours much more durable than any other 
roller in the use today. 

DRUM ROLLERS

Continental’s front pedestals are lower, wider and 
more accessible than those used by the leading 
competitor. This lower center of gravity not only 
makes it easier for your operators, it makes it 
safer as well because this design is much more 
resistant to roll-overs. You know what they say 
about the right tool for the job…

FRONT PEDESTAL

Designed using state-of-the-art computer 
models, these proprietary features deliver a 
guaranteed optimal mixing rate and 
controllable discharge flow. Helping you pour 
up to 23% faster, even with zero slump. Who 
doesn’t want to get more done in less time?

FINS AND FLANGES

We start with abrasion and corrosion 
resistant high strength steel, then weld all 
drum seals inside and out for the ultimate 
strength and water tightness. Our fins are 
solid (GMAW) welded rather than skip 
welded as well. Raw strength that delivers 
a longer lasting drum that’s ready for 
punishment.punishment.

DRUMS AND FINS

Continental Mixers created our own, 
specially fabricated drum head section, so 
unlike the dished head used by the
competition, ours is stronger, more wear 
resistant and gives you more working life 
and bang for your buck.

MIXER HEAD 

Renowned as the most reliable hydraulic 
components in the industry, we build with 
nothing else. Giving you more than peace of 
mind, it gives you power when you need it, 
with downtime being an afterthought.

EATON HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS

Custom built for the Ready Mix 
industry,these high torque, 4 planetary 
gearboxes with an all metal cage and 
double sealed construction are the muscle 
in our mixers. Built rock solid – keeping 
you and your business running strong.
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